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Stock Markets Performance

The first quarter of 2021 showed some volatility but, ultimately, pushed
the stock market higher - continuing the trend since the COVID sell-off
last spring.

The Dow, S&P 500, and Nasdaq all reached new record highs. The
second half of the quarter saw some underperformance in the tech
sector which led to the Nasdaq underperforming the other two indices
despite its longer-term dominance.

The Dow was driven upwards as investors shifted towards assets that
had underperformed in 2020 including energy and value stocks.

As in the U.S., most global stock markets moved higher in the first quarter.
Both International Developed Markets and Emerging Market stocks posted
positive returns.

Emerging markets traded in a wide range, gaining as much as 12% at one
point, but finishing the period significantly off the highs.

Overall non-U.S. lagged domestic equities as investors seemed to anticipate
that the latest U.S. stimulus package would boost domestic companies
relative to those outside of the U.S.
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US Sector Performance

Each U.S. sector saw positive returns to start 2021
but the positive returns were not distributed
equally.

Energy stocks posted the biggest return for the
quarter- up a whopping 30%. However, energy still
lags all other sectors by a significant margin over
the last ten years.

The quarter largely followed that trend in general,
with several of the best and worst performing
sectors from 2020 trading places on this list.

Where 2020 saw huge gains in the technology and
consumer discretionary sectors, those sectors
lagged in the first quarter while energy and
financials stole the show after negative returns last
year.

Defensive sectors – those that usually outperform
in bear markets – had modest gains, while more
cyclical/higher beta sectors posted better returns
over the period.
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S&P 500 Time to Double

S&P 500 from 1000 to 2000 in ~16.5 Years

S&P 500 from 2000 to 4000 in ~6.5 Years

Here we have two charts showing how long the S&P 500 took to double from some very notable levels – 1000 to 2000, and subsequently from
2000 to 4000. The chart on the left spans more than sixteen years while the chart on the right shows the doubling happened in only about six
and a half years – 10 years less!



Asset Class Performance – Trailing Periods

This grid illustrates the performance of different asset classes over
various trailing time periods. Looking back from the end of the first
quarter of 2021, the 3 month and year-to-date periods are the same.
The most notable asset classes over that period are commodities and
bonds. Commodities have shown recent signs of hope during the
recovery, but their long-term returns are still firmly at the bottom of
the assets listed here. In fact, they are the only negative performers
over a 3+ year lookback.

Bonds, both treasuries and the
aggregate index, have struggled in the
rising rate environment of the past
few months and turning negative over
the last year.

In most cases bonds tend to move
inverse to moves in interest rates. So
as the benchmark 10-year U.S.
Treasury rate climbed sharply from
0.9% at the beginning of the year to
over 1.7% at quarter-end it should not
be a surprise that most bonds
declined in value.



Asset Class Performance – Quarter by Quarter

Different from the prior grid, this one displays performance for each 3-month period back to the third quarter of 2017. The varying performance of asset classes
period by period is much more dramatic than the longer-term views. This “quilt” makes a strong case for remaining diversified as any asset class can and likely
will appear near the top (and bottom) of the graphic at some point in time. One trend that has emerged over the last 2 quarters is value outperforming growth
– something that only happened in 1 of the prior 12 periods. While a reversion to the mean is the most likely explanation, it could also be a sign of investors
looking to diversify away from tech companies and others that have trading at notably higher valuations of sales and earnings.



Interest Rates

The effect of this is the curve getting “steeper” while rates are rising. (The dotted arrows have been
added as an illustration of this “steepening.”)

This phenomena is typically thought of as bearish for the overall market, however, since yields are
still very low relative to historical averages and Washington continues to provide stimulus and
government spending, investors may be less concerned by potential slowing of growth and
increased credit tightening at least in the near-term.

As noted, the last few
months have seen
one of the more
abrupt yield curve
steepening events of
recent memory.

The Federal Reserve
has reiterated their
commitment to
keeping short-term
rates low. However,
longer duration bonds
have begun to move
higher and towards
more “normal” yields.



Early Reactions to Rising Rates

There have been some early reactions in certain markets that indicate there may be deeper concerns about rising rates and inflationary conditions. After a
boom in home sales, recent data has shown a slight decline – potentially due to mortgage rates moving higher but also likely due to the continued lack of
supply in the housing market.

Separately, the chart on the right shows how investors have been repositioning out of long-term bond funds and into bond allocations with shorter
maturities. Whether this is in response to the decline in long-term bond fund performance or positioning in expectation of further yield curve steepening is
hard to determine, but the answer is likely some combination of both.



Leading Indicator Summary & Trends

This table shows recent and historic data on many economic measures that are considered by many to be “leading” indicators or those that often provide insight
as to the direction that the economy is headed. Through that lens, recent data has been quite bullish. Retail sales, consumer sentiment, housing activity,
manufacturing data, and business activity all trended upwards. Revisionary data for prior periods was also generally positive indicating the recovery has been
even stronger than previously reported.



Coronavirus Cases and Vaccinations

Perhaps one of the newest “leading” indicators is the impact of coronavirus on business and consumer activity. The beginning of 2021 brought about an
abrupt shift lower in the number of people testing positive for the virus and increase in those receiving vaccinations. Should these trends continue, and
vaccine efficacy prove high, an economic boom of spending could be seen as people relish in a return to pre-pandemic activities like travel, dining out, and
entertainment. However, other segments of the economy that expanded during the pandemic – such as stay-at-home services and consumer staples - could
see a relative decline due to weaker demand.



USA Global Trade

The above charts show recent trade activity between the USA and several key partners. The charts appear to indicate two key trends that reversed – the
overall sharp decline in trade activity ended and the relative balance between exports and imports shifted back towards the US consuming more than
producing. The most notable change is the year-over-year data on trade between the US and China. The combination of economic activity increasing as the
pandemic slows and the relaxing of tensions between the two nations seems evident in this data.



US Dollar Strength

Along with increasing interest rates, the relative
strength of the US Dollar has led to inflationary
concerns. Overall, the USD stabilized during the first
quarter of 2021, but is still weaker than it was one
year ago. The chart at the top shows the decrease in
purchasing power as the dollar weakened and CPI
increased.



Housing Indicators

Despite the first significant uptick in mortgage rates in years, housing data remains
strong and sentiment remains high.

Financing activity, however, is tilted towards refinancing as we’re seeing declines in
new and pending home sales. That could be a result of the supply issue more than
one of demand…

To the right, the charts highlight the current lack of supply in the housing
market – recently reported at a 20+ year low. This represents
approximately two months iof supply.

The lack of supply, combined with slightly higher rates, has caused the
home sales data to trend back towards historical averages.



Economic Recovery Trends

It has been beneficial to monitor the recovery trends
in different parts on the economy since the steep
decline at the start of the COVID pandemic.

This chart shows that, of those measured here, only
employment has yet to reach new highs since the
collapse.

This could be that employment lags other indicators,
especially given many large cities and various
industries remained at least partially closed due to
COVID restrictions but also could be a sign that those
out of work are less motivated to return while
stimulus measures are in place.

It should provide confidence that this recovery is real
and continues to have tailwinds as the vaccine
continues to be distributed and those areas of the
country and various industries still under COVID
restrictions continue to open.



Consumerism

As retail sales figures continue to grow, it’s worth investigating where most of the consumer spending is happening. Auto sales remain strong while
department stores have trended downwards. With the recent boom in housing the substantial spending at home improvement and furnishing stores is no
surprise.

Overall, the consumer has remained strong and as the economy continues to open this should serve as a tailwind for the economy. This should give investors
confidence that the recovery and economic growth is likely to continue.



Government Spending & Debt

Government debt data continues to show the impacts of the
stimulus spending. The latest round of payments is yet to be
captured in these charts as that data has not been released yet ,
but the prior packages standout in the data from the end of
2020.
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